
HOUSE RULES BADESEE BIRKWITZ
- Bathing at your own risk!

1. Operator, purpose and scope of application

Pohle & Dipp GbR is the operator of the parking and bathing area of the gravel and bathing 
lake Birkwitz. The house rules contain the general conditions for the use, safety, order and 
cleanliness of the bathing area, the sunbathing lawns including the car park. By entering the 
bathing lake area, every visitor accepts the house and bathing rules.

2. Opening hours of the bathing lake and car park

The stay at the bathing lake Birkwitz is permitted from 8:00 o’clock to 22:00 o’clock. The car 
park is open daily during the bathing season from 8:00 to 22:00, last entry 21:30.

3. Authorisation to use and enter

Access to and use of the bathing lake is generally permitted to any person during opening 
hours, with the following exceptions:

Children up to the age of 7 years without the accompaniment of an adult supervisor, 
persons who have a tendency to convulsions, fainting or epilepsy or who suffer from serious 
cardiovascular diseases, persons who are not accompanied by an adult, drunks or 
intoxicated persons, persons banned from the premises, Persons who wish to use the 
bathing lake for commercial or other non-bathing purposes without permission.

It is not permitted:

 Use berths reserved for visitors to relax for sporting activities,

 To bring in radio and television sets, musical and signal instruments and binoculars,

 To take photographs or film without the prior permission of the operators, to 
distribute advertising material of any kind,

 To drive motor vehicles of any kind,

 Sailing and motorboat operations,

 Open fires and barbecues,

 Surfing in the bathing area,

 Bringing glass bottles and glasses,

 Except for the signposted dog beach and the designated path, dogs are absolutely 
prohibited on the site,

Dogs must be kept on a lead at the Birkwitz bathing lake,



to use model boats of any kind on the lake during the bathing season,

bathing with horses.

4. General rules of conduct

Every visitor has to behave in such a way that peace, safety, order and cleanliness are 
guaranteed at the bathing lake. In particular, any disturbance, harassment and endangering 
of other bathers is to be refrained from. Intimate public acts will be punished with a ban 
from the premises and criminal charges.

5. Domiciliary rights

The staff of the bathing lake exercises domiciliary rights towards all visitors, the orders of 
the staff must be obeyed. The staff of the bathing lake is entitled to exclude visitors from 
further use of the premises who endanger safety and order or disturb other guests or violate
the provisions of the house rules and also to issue a house ban.

6. Owner’s right

The owners have a legitimate interest to take photos and have photos taken at any time in 
accordance with Art. 6 Para. 1 lit. f – DSGVO.

7. Entry into force

These house rules come into force on 02.07.2016. The previous version shall cease to apply 
at the same time. Pirna, July 2016 Pohle & Dipp GbR, Pratzschwitzer Str. 198, 01796 Pirna 
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